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SPRAY



It is the ideal lubricant to have it always at hand. The format is perfect for keeping it in confined spaces 
such as in a drawer or in the glovebox of your car.

APPLICATIONS:
Special product to avoid corrosion and achieve a constant protection. Eliminates friction and smoothes 
joints and cogs. Lubricates locks, guns, fishing reels, etc Highly penetrating with hydrofugal 
characteristics. It enables engines which have got wet to be started.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Spray can 210/150ml.

HOW TO APPLY :
Shake slightly the can and spray till forming a film in order to lubricate and protect metallic surfaces.

TIPS:
To loosen rusted stuck seized parts, clean the piece and spray generously. Wait about two minutes for 
the product to penetrate.

To displace moisture, apply the product in excess till drips off, free of moisture.

LUBRICANT
“All in one” quality lubricant spray for household

and DIY purposes.

GREENOX

ICE REMOVER The essential tool for the winter months. Ice remover and defrosting 
agent for windscreens and locks.

As a defrosting agent and ice remover, the formulation especially developed for aerosols acts 
instantaneously on windscreens, windows, locks, headlights, mirrors and any part of the vehicle 
exposed to temperatures below freezing point. A small amount is sufficient to melt frost, snow or ice.

DIRECTIONS OF USE:
Before applying the product, remove snow in excess with a plastic scraper.

After this, shake the aerosol and spray 20 cm from the surface, applying the product from the top of 
the windscreen. Wait a few minutes and remove it with a plastic scraper or any similar object. If the 
frost layer is very thick, repeat the process.

To complete it, turn on the windscreen wiper to eliminate any remaining frost.

TIPS:
After parking the car outdoors, apply a thin layer on the windscreen and any other surface, which you 
want to protect. This action will help prevent or delay the layer of frost.



GREENOX

Do not use on devices connected to the electrical network and apply inventilated areas.

Once empty, the spray must be deposited in the yellow container.
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